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BURLINGTON DEVELOPMENT REVIEW BOARD 

Tuesday July 15th, 2019, 5:00 PM 
Contois Auditorium, City Hall, 149 Church St, Burlington, VT 

Minutes 
 

Board Members Present: B. Rabinowitz, A. LaRosa, B. McArthur, Z. Hightower, K. Christianson  
Board Members Absent: S. Harris, G. Hand, J. Drummond(alt.), R. Venkataraman(alt.) 
Staff Present: Mary O’Neil and Scott Gustin 
 
I. Agenda 
Mary O’Neil noted request to continue 110 Riverside Ave to a future meeting.   
 
II. Communications  
 
None. 
 
III. Minutes  
B. Rabinowitz, let him know of any comments prior to approval. 
 
IV. Public Hearing 

 
1. 19-0980CA/MA; 110 Riverside Ave (NAC-R, Ward 1E) Sisters & Brothers 

Investment Group  
Reapplication for 57-unit apartment building with underground parking. (Project 
Manager: Mary O’Neil) 
 

A motion was made by AJ LaRosa and seconded by B. McArthur: 
Defer PH to August 20 meeting. 
Vote: 5-0-0 

 
V. Certificate of Appropriateness  

 
1. 19-0981CA; 475 Lake St (DW-PT, Ward 3C) City of Burlington 

Moran Redevelopment - partial building deconstruction and installation of public 
restroom and site improvements (Project Manager: Scott Gustin) 

 
Kirsten Merriman Shapiro, Alex Halpern, and Paul Boisvert appeared on behalf of this 
application. 
 
K. Merriman Shapiro provided an overview of the Moran FRAME project and a brief history 
of the building.  She reviewed past project proposals and demolition alternatives and 
related funding or lack thereof.  
 
Alex Halpern overviewed the site plans and elevation drawings.  He noted consultation 
with the VT Division for Historic Preservation in developing the proposal.  Most existing 
exterior walls will be removed.  Roofs will be removed and replaced with new roofs 
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including drainage.  The existing coal bunkers will be removed and replaced with faux 
hoppers to replicate their appearance.   
 
B. Rabinowitz, disappointed that there are not a lot of views of the building.  There seem to 
be a lot of potential variations.  It’s hard to know what the DRB is actually reviewing.   
 
AJ LaRosa, likes the industrial aesthetic.  He sees a conspicuous lack of signage.  What 
are you doing to respect the existing signage?  K. Merriman Shapiro, the “City of 
Burlington” sign will remain.  She would like to add back the Electric Light Plant sign.  AJ 
LaRosa, is there a request for any specific activities in the building?  K. Merriman Shapiro, 
no.   
 
B. Rabinowitz, will the ground level be fully illuminated?  A. Halpern, no.  There is 
illumination around the bathrooms, but the entire ground level will not be illuminated.   
 
B. McArthur, what is the thinking behind the limited lighting?  K. Merriman Shapiro, there 
will be illumination to outline the eastern façade.  Enough lighting is proposed to make it 
safe.   
 
Z. Hightower, do you have a sense of how much will be deconstructed?  K. Merriman 
Shapiro, all of the exterior walls and roofs.  The eastern façade will be recreated, and the 
roofs will be replaced.   
 
B. Rabinowitz, are the utilities set up for future potential needs?  Paul Boisvert replied that 
the existing utilities can support some degree of more extensive future uses.   
 
B. Rabinowitz noted that the sailing center has lots of boats stored nearby.  K. Merriman 
Shapiro, the city has long partnered with the Sailing Center.  They have a new storage 
yard.  The city has allowed the storage to continue, but as of October 15 they will need to 
be removed.   
 
B. Rabinowitz asked about closure of expired zoning permits.  SG explained that a number 
of them are lacking their required certificates of occupancy.  Permits for projects that were 
never done do not need to be closed out.   
 
B. Rabinowitz asked about the colors for the exposed steel.  A. Halpern noted that shades 
of gray will be applied.   
 
K. Christianson, has rooftop solar been considered?  A. Halpern, yes.  The roof decks will 
be capable of supporting solar panels in the future.   
 
Close review.   
 

VI. Annual Organizational Meeting 
 
A motion was made by AJ LaRosa and seconded by B. McArthur: 
Nominate Z. Hightower to the Planning Commission Ordinance Committee 
Vote: 4-0-1 
 
A motion was made by B. Rabinowitz and seconded by Z. Hightower:  
Nominate K. Christianson to the Long Range Planning Committee 
Vote: 4-01 
 
A motion was made by B. McArthur and seconded by Z. Hightower: 



 

 

Nominate B. Rabinowitz as Chair and AJ LaRosa as VC Chair 
Vote: 5-0-0 
 

VII. Adjournment  
 
The meeting was adjourned at 5:45 PM. 
 

______________________________________            __________________________ 
Bradford L. Rabinowitz, Chair of Development Review Board      Date 

 
_______________________________________            __________________________ 
Scott Gustin, Principal Planner               Date 
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